The area

Ethics and good practice are core aspects in emotion-oriented technology
- Theoretically sound approaches to ethics
- Drive and encourage good practice

Humaine integration goals
- Vocabulary
- Knowledge
- Appreciation of key problems
Monday

- Ethics and Emotions in Computer-Mediated Environments
- Applied Ethics Applied: Principlism
- Update from the Ethics Committee

Tuesday

- Administration and management meeting
  - Closure of the first phase of Humaine
- Multimodal behaviour description meeting:
  - "The Gestic is dead, long live the Gesticon!"
- Perspectives on design and evaluation
- Handbook round table

- Social Dinner (please register!)
Wednesday

- Towards standards and good practice
  - Evolution of work since
    D10c “Prospects for establishing standards”

- Multimodal behaviour description meeting

- A review of the WP10 workshop from the perspective of principlism
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